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SAFETY DNA
Sterilisation within the Health Service 
is now achieving the highest levels of quality and security.
The whole sterilisation process is now fully ruled 
and provides detailed records.

Packaging, as part of the sterilisation process, 
has been finally recognised as an important element 
with dependable sealing integrity ensuring 
the sterile storage of the product.

ISO 11607 part 2 has included the requirement 
of validation into the use of Heat sealers 
in the same way that it applies to existing decontamination
and sterilisation processes.

The aim is to achieve a measurable quality standard 
able to guarantee constant sealing integrity 
which will be a fully effective barrier to microorganisms
within the Sterilised Barrier System.

It is important that the special process 
of sealing a pouch or reel materials is guaranteed 
by the use of the correct controls.

It is fundamental to realise that if the sealing 
is not performed to ISO 11607 standards then the whole
sterilisation process is invalidated.

Within this world of medical sterilisation awareness,
Gandus Saldatrici has developed 
a range of products and services which fully complies 
with all of the latest quality standard requirements.

Every year more than 50% of Gandus Saldatrici 
R & D budget is invested in the medical field for the study,
design and development of products 
and services with the highest level of technology, 
able to guarantee the utmost quality and safety.

Always committed to implement our Quality Policies 
with the aim of ensuring total quality control 
of the Company System before, during and after the sale
and with continuous quality improvement, 
Gandus Saldatrici has already 
achieved ISO 9001:2008 certification in 2009.

Safety is our DNA.



Fully validatable rotary medical sealer 
with sealing parameters control, 
setting touch screen and communication ports. 

It represents the ultimate evolution of Gandus
Saldatrici production in medical field.
A highly advanced software, 
developed on Windows® platform,  
allows communication with both CSSD 
and industrial applications.  
Data from the whole sealing process can be shared
ensuring full validation to the ISO 11607 standard.
By using the included Ethernet connection, 
it is possible to program the machine remotely 
and diagnose any faults within the process.
Built-in printer with 2 lines of print.

• Fully validatable 
to the EN ISO 11607-2 standards

THE UTMOST
EVOLUTION 
IN STERILISATION
The key point is to clearly define the processes
critical parameters.
In order to guarantee a seal conforms 
to EN 868-5 standards (repeated in ISO 11607),
the sealer must be able to monitor and record
the temperature, the force applied 
and the time cycle of the seal process.
The Gandus Saldatrici Rotary Sealers, 
minirò H-lan Touch, minirò H-lan, 
minirò H-net evo and the impulse sealers 
series Medical H Digital AccuTemp versions, 
all guarantee a seal which fully complies 
with the ISO 11607 standard.

Our vast experience, and ongoing commitment
to ensure that all our equipment meets 
the latest requirements, allows us to offer 
a product which can assure the highest level 
of safety and service, totally dedicated 
to the Validation process.

• Periodic Inspection on Medical Sealers
Including the issue of a Machine Calibration 
Certificate

• Peel Strength Test of the seal
Ensuring compliance with EN 868-5 
requirements and to Validation process 
Qualification Performance (QP)

• Consulting services in the Validation 
process field

Safety is our DNA.



Fully validatable rotary medical sealer,
with sealing parameters control 
and integrated printer 
with two lines of print. 

The perfect combination 
of all requirements of a modern
sterilisation department, with control 
of all the machine functions and 
traceability of all the sealing parameters.  
An integrated printer system 
which can print either 1 or 2 lines, 
2 serial ports which can be used 
to interface with exterior systems 
and export functioning data 
of the sealing parameters.  
It has a sealing speed of 10 mt/min 
which is ideal for heavy productions
demands.

• Fully validatable 
to the EN ISO 11607-2 standards

evo
Fully validatable rotary medical sealer,
with sealing parameters control 
and integrated printer. 

The Evolution of one of the most successful
Gandus Saldatrici medical sealers.
The basic solution for all sealing 
requirements of both CSSD and industrial,
looking for a medical sealer that fully 
complies with ISO standards.
Extremely user friendly thanks to 
its extended alphanumeric keyboard 
and its bright display on 4 lines.  
All print data can be stored 
on the machine with a code and recalled
when required from the memory.
Integrated printer with 1 line of print.

• Fully validatable 
to the EN ISO 11607-2 standards

medical H 460/610
Digital AccuTemp

Fully validatable impulse sealer with
complete control of sealing parameters. 

The three sealing parameters, Temperature -
Force - Time, are accurately controlled 
up to 60 times a second during the seal
cycle, to guarantee the repeatability 
of the seal quality.
If there is any deviation from the set 
parameters the machine automatically stops
working and sounds an audible alarm.

Thanks to the Remote Management
Software it can be interfaced 
with a Personal Computer to remotely set
the sealer and record the functioning data 
to guarantee the traceability of the sealing
parameters. The records can be stored 
on PC and managed in Excel format. 
The software also allows for creating charts,
which can be stored or printed to be kept 
as documents of process validation.

• Fully validatable 
to the EN ISO 11607-2 standards



evo
Rotary medical sealer for the sealing 
of pouches and reels conforming  
to DIN 58953-7:2008 standard.  
Integrated dot matrix printer.

This machine has evolved 
from the most world widespread 
Gandus rotary medical sealer model.
Fast and easily settable thanks 
to its user friendly keyboard 
and its clear 2 lines display.
An integrated dot matrix printer 
allows printing directly on the pouch 
dates, codes and details of operators 
to fully conform to the requirements 
of the most recent standards 
of all sterilisation departments.

medical H 460/610
Impulse medical sealers for the sealing
of pouches and reels conforming 
to DIN 58953-7:2008 standard.

User friendly, utmost operator safety,
dependable high quality seals, 
electronic control of both sealing and 
cooling times, independently adjustable. 
The machine can be equipped with 
a roll holder and built in cutting device.

Rotary medical sealer for the sealing 
of pouches and reels conforming 
to DIN 58953-7:2008 standard.

Designed to offer a technologically 
advanced product, it answers 
all the requirements of high productivity 
in a reliable and user friendly machine.
Speed of 10 mt/min., 
a clear 2 lines display for easy reading 
of the setting and functioning data, 
polycarbonate user friendly control panel
which is easy to keep clean, 
quick and simple setting of temperature
and counters functions.



REBI
Rotary medical sealer for the sealing 
of pouches and reels conforming 
to DIN 58953-7:2008 standard.

The most compact of the rotary 
medical sealers, unique in its category 
for its high performance, it offers 
many important functions. 
Stand by function stops the machine 
when not in use, automatically starting
when a pouch is introduced 
by an in-feed photocell, automatic 
adjustment of the sealing pressure 
allowing for varying material thickness, 
digital electronic temperature control 
with LCD display, all present the ideal 
solution for those who want 
the advantages of a rotary sealer 
with reduced cost or limited space.

DN 350
Impulse medical sealer for the sealing 
of pouches and reels according 
to DIN 58953-7:2008 standard, 
especially designed for medical 
and dental surgeries and laboratories.

The sealing jaws are simply closed 
by hand and held electromagnetically, 
this makes the operation faster 
without the need for any levers. 
At the end of the cycle the jaws 
automatically open without having to wait
for any acoustic or optical signals.
Sealing and cooling time are set 
by the operator and controlled 
by an electronic timer. 
The temperature control through 
a NTC probe ensures the repeatability 
and quality of the seals.
It comes complete with a roll holder 
and cutting device. 

GD 300
Constant heat medical sealer 
for the sealing of pouches 
and reels conforming 
to DIN 58953-7:2008 standard.

Extremely reliable and user friendly, 
highly regarded for its strong structure 
and attention to detail.  
GD 300 is a compact machine which is
ideal for use in dentists, doctors 
and veterinary surgeries or laboratories.
Sealing pouches up to 300 mm 
in width, manual actioning performed 
by a simple built in lever with 
an electronic timer giving consistent 
results every time.
The sealing system requires 
no consumables items, ensuring real 
cost savings in terms of maintenance.
The machine has been vertically 
designed, including its integral 
roll holder, so that it can be positioned  
on any table even if there is limited width.



Technical features

GENERAL FEATURES
AISI 304 stainless steel cover
Epoxy painted frame
Built-in adjustable guide
Adjustable free edge
Reverse
Ink ribbon change

Built-in cutting device

•
•
•
•
•

Front

•
•

H-lan/H-net
•
•

Front H-lan
Upper H-net

Option Medical

•
•
•
•
•

Upper 

H-seal
•
•
•
•

Medical
•

•

Option Medical
built in DN/GD

SEALING
Rotary sealing
Impulse sealing
Kind of sealing

Sealing width (mm)

Sealing length (mm)

Distance sealing-medical product (mm)

•

Multiline

15 

Unlimited

≥30
Din rules

H-lan/H-net
Medical
Multiline

Flat Medical
15 

8 Medical
Unlimited

460/610 Medical

≥30
Din rules

•

Multiline

15 

Unlimited

≥30
Din rules

•

Multiline

15 H-seal
12 REBI

Unlimited

≥30
Din rules

•
Flat

8
12 GD

460/610 
350 

Unlimited
≥30

Din rules

HEATSEALABLE MATERIALS
Pouches/Reels EN 868-5
Tyvek® Pouches
Paper pouches EN 868-4
Gusseted pouches
Laminated AL pouches
PP pouches

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

ISO 11607
Sealing validation through automatic 
critical sealing parameters control
Temperature control
Force control
Speed control
Time control
Sealing parameters recording
Records visualization
Temperature probe
Sealer functioning diagnostic and check 
Alarm and stop tolerance +/-5 °C 
(DIN 58953-7:2008)
Alarm and stop adjustable tolerance +/-2-5 °C
Force alarm and stop
Speed/Time alarm and stop

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Medical
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

minirò H-lan
minirò H-net evo

Medical H- 460/610
Digital AccuTemp

minirò H-lan TouchMACHINES minirò H-data evo minirò H-seal
REBI

Medical H 460/610
DN 350
GD 300



PARAMETERS
Sealing speed

Sealing time
Max sealing temperature

Sealing force

Temperature tolerance
Speed range
Force range

Overheating control
Temperature probe

Max 13 mt/min

200°C

100 N

± 1%
± 0,5 mt/min

80-125 N

•
•

10 mt/min H-lan/H-net

Medical
200°C H-lan / H-net

250°C Medical
100 N H-lan / H-net

800 N Medical
± 1%

9,3 – 10,5 mt/min
80-125 N H-lan/H-net

820-920 N Medical
•

H-lan/H-net

10 mt/min

200°C

Selfadjustable

± 1%

•

10 mt/min H-seal
6 mt/min REBI

200°C H-seal
180°C REBI

Selfadjustable

± 1% H-seal

•

Medical / DN

CERTIFICATIONS
EN ISO 11607-2
DIN 58953.7:2008
2006/42/CE
2004/108/CE
2006/95/CE
Quality System UNI EN ISO 9001:2008

• 
•
•
•
• 
•

• 
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

CALIBRATION
Autotuning function
Automatic self check of thermocouple,
battery and remote server condition at start-up
Temperature calibration
Force calibration
Speed calibration
Time calibration

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

H-lan/H-net
Medical

•
•

•

H-seal

•

FUNCTIONS
Microprocessor
Multilanguage menu
Starting photocell
Printing photocell
Speed adjustment
Temperature setting
Speed setting
Time setting
Operators setting
Batchs setting
Catalogues setting
Packaging programs setting
Expiry dates setting
Stand by
Energy saving
Safety thermostat
On board battery ensures data retention 
even when the machine is switched off
Peripheries condition 
and diagnostic check up at start-up
Settings password
Maintenance password
Absolute counter
Settable counter
Maintenance counter
Clock function
Calendar function on/off
Beeper on/off
Programmed maintenance

•
•
•
•

Max 13mt/min
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

H-lan / H-net
H-lan / H-net

•

Medical
H-lan / H-net
H-lan / H-net
H-lan / H-net

H-lan / H-net
H-lan / H-net

H-lan / H-net
•

•

H-lan / H-net
H-lan / H-net
H-lan/H-net

•
H-lan/H-net 
H-lan/H-net
H-lan/H-net
H-lan/H-net
H-lan/H-net

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

H-seal

•

•

REBI prt
•

•
H-seal

•

Medical / DN

minirò H-lan
minirò H-net evo

Medical H- 460/610
Digital AccuTemp

minirò H-lan TouchMACHINES minirò H-data evo minirò H-seal
REBI

Medical H 460/610
DN 350
GD 300



INTERFACES
Display

Touch screen
Membrane keyboard
Windows® CE operating system
PC connection
Remote control via VNC/Ethernet
Labels printer
Barcode scanner
Lan net
RS 232 port
USB port
Ethernet port
Configuration data
Back up recordings on PC

7” colours

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 lines 20 cht H-lan/H-net
4 lines Medical

•

•

•
H-net
•
•

2 lines 16 cht

•

2 lines 8 cht H-seal
1 line REBI

H-seal

BUILT-IN PRINTER
Built-in printer
EN symbols
CE symbols
Print lines
Barcode
On/off print
Adjustable left margin in mm
Standard or 180° rotation print image
Print automatic adjustment to pouch width
Settable printing formats
Settable barcode formats
Settable character dimensions
Settable printing sequence
Production date
Expiry date
Batch alphanumeric code
Operator alphanumeric code
Catalogue strings
Pouch progressive number
Pouch ID
Sealer ID
Sealing speed
Sealing temperature
Sealing force

•
•
•

2 lines
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

H-lan / H-net
•
•

2 lines H-lan /1 line H-net
H-lan
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

H-lan
H-lan
•
•
•

•
•

1 line

•

•

•
•
•
•

Option REBI
Option REBI

1 line - Option REBI
Option REBI
Option REBI

Option REBI
Option REBI

EXTERNAL PERIPHERIES
Labels printer
Sealing report printer
Scanner Barcode

•
•
•

H-lan / H-net
•

H-net

DATABASE
Texts saving
Pouch/sealer ID saving
Operators saving
Expiry date saving
Presettable programms
Batch code

•
•
•
•
•
•

H-lan / H-net
H-lan / H-net
H-lan / H-net
H-lan / H-net

H-lan / H-net

•

minirò H-lan
minirò H-net evo

Medical H- 460/610
Digital AccuTemp

minirò H-lan TouchMACHINES minirò H-data evo minirò H-seal
REBI

Medical H 460/610
DN 350
GD 300



POWER SUPPLY 
Power supply (VAC) single phase

Frequency (Hz)
Multi-frequency
Max Power

100-110/115-230/240

50/60
•

600

100-110/115-230/240
100-110/115-230/240

110/115-230/240
50/60

•
650
600

2100-2500

100-110/115-230/240

50/60
•

600

100-110/115-230/240
110/115-230/240

50/60
•

550
500

110/115-230/240
110/115-230/240

230/240
50/60

•
1700-2100

900
100

DIMENSIONS / WEIGHTS
Dimensions (mm)

Weight (kg)

621x300x330

26

621x300x330
554x270x222

560x360x230 (H-460)
710x220x360 (H-610)

26
18

31 (H-460) - 37 (H-610)

554x270x222

18

560x182x260
485x176x218

18
13,5

560x360x230 (H-460)
710x220x360 (H-610)

439x175x311
420x397x143

31 (H-460) - 37 (H-610)
18
10

ACCESSORIES
Front Support Tray
Roller Support Tray
Roll holder
Thermal transfer labels printer
Barcode Scanner

SERVICES
Seal strength test EN 868-5
Temperature calibration
Force calibration
Speed calibration
Time calibration
Maintenance

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
H-lan/H-net

•
•

H-net

•
•
•

H-lan/H-net
Medical

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
H-seal

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Gandus Saldatrici srl socio unico, reserves the right 
to modify the machines they manufacture without any obligation respect to those previously supplied.

minirò H-lan
minirò H-net evo

Medical H- 460/610
Digital AccuTemp

minirò H-lan TouchMACHINES minirò H-data evo minirò H-seal
REBI

Medical H 460/610
DN 350
GD 300



Gandus Saldatrici S.r.l. socio unico

Via Milano, 5
2010 Cornaredo (Milano) - Italy
Ph. +39 02 93.19.41
Fax + 39 02 93.56.88.03
info@gandus.it
www.gandus.it

Company with quality management system
certified by DNV – ISO 9001:2008


